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Episode #294
By Ballot Or By Bullet | The Life of Malcolm X

2nd Sep, 2022

[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:21] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about a man you

may have heard of before - Malcolm X.

[00:00:29] He was one of the most influential African-American civil rights leaders of the

1950’s and 1960’s.

[00:00:36] An inspiration to some, a violent thug to others, for many Malcolm X is still1

the most important symbol of black power, African-American identity, liberation, and

anti-racism.

1 criminal
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[00:00:50] His legacy lives on in fights against prejudice, oppression , and colonialism2

not just in the United States, but across the world.

[00:00:58] So, let’s get right into it and talk about the life and legacy of Malcolm X.

[00:01:05] It was a crisp February afternoon in 1965.3

[00:01:10] Malcolm X was in Manhattan to address an Organization of African-American

Unity meeting.

[00:01:17] As he was about to begin his speech, there was an altercation in the crowd.4

[00:01:23] As bodyguards tried to remove a man from the hall, there was a moment of5

confusion, and a pause.

[00:01:29] Then, suddenly, a man appeared from the crowd with a sawed-off shotgun.6

[00:01:36] He walked slowly towards Malcolm and with a thunderous boom , shot him7 8

in the chest.

8 a loud deep sound

7 very loud

6 having a specially shortened barrel to make it easy to hide

5 people whose job was to protect him

4 loud argument

3 cool, fresh

2 not fair treatment
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[00:01:43] The shot ripped through Malcolm X’s body and sent him flying backwards.9

[00:01:49] The crowd panicked .10

[00:01:51] More men emerged from the crowd firing semi-automatic weapons towards11

Malcolm X.

[00:01:57] The hall was filled with screams and shouts, and people dropped to the floor,

trampling over one another.12

[00:02:04] Chairs were overturned as people scrambled for the exits.13 14

[00:02:09] In the front row, Malcolm X’s four daughters and his pregnant wife cowered15

in fear.

[00:02:16] But it was too late.

[00:02:18] Shortly after arriving at the hospital, at the age of 39, Malcolm X was

pronounced dead.

15 moved backward with their head down

14 moved quickly and with difficulty

13 turned over, knocked down

12 stepping on each other causing injuries

11 appeared suddenly

10 was extremely afraid and worried

9 went very quickly and violently through his body
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[00:02:27] But who killed Malcolm X?

[00:02:29] Why did they want him dead, and why had our protagonist himself16

predicted that this would happen?

[00:02:36] Before we get into all of that, we should talk about his life, and how he ended

up speaking at that meeting in the first place.

[00:02:44] Our first stop will be his life before he became Malcolm X.

[00:02:49] Malcolm X was born Malcolm Little in Omaha, Nebraska, on the 19th of May,

1925, to Earl and Louise Little.

[00:03:00] Earl, his father, was an outspoken Baptist preacher , and along with his17 18

mother was involved in black nationalist groups.

[00:03:09] Both were admirers of Pan-African leader Marcus Garvey, who advocated19

separating the races and creating black-only states.

[00:03:20] The Littles gave their many children a deep sense of black pride at a time

when simply being black could, and often did, make life very difficult.

19 spoke in favour of

18 a person who gave religious speeches

17 expressing his opinions openly and freely

16 the main character of the story
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[00:03:33] After the Ku Klux Klan harassed and threatened Earl about his pro-black20 21

nationalist work and sermons , he moved the family briefly to Milwaukee for a couple22

of years and then to Lansing, Michigan, in order to escape them.

[00:03:50] But the harassment continued in Lansing, and after buying a house in a23

white neighbourhood, Earl Little was taken to court and evicted .24

[00:04:00] But before they could even leave the property, the house was burnt down

with the whole family inside.

[00:04:07] Fortunately, they escaped without any injuries but Malcolm X’s father

suspected , and it has long been accepted by historians, that a white supremacist25

offshoot of the Ku Klux Klan called the Black Legion were responsible.26

[00:04:24] The Little family’s escape to Michigan hadn’t quite worked as planned - white

supremacists seemed to follow them wherever they went.

26 part, branch

25 believed or thought that it was true

24 forced to leave

23 aggressive pressure

22 religious speeches given during church services

21 warned him that they would harm him

20 troubled, pressured
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[00:04:33] Then, in 1931, when Malcolm was six years old, his father, Earl Little was

killed in suspicious circumstances in a streetcar accident, his body found strewn on27

the street beside the tracks.

[00:04:49] Louise, and later Malcolm, believed Earl had been murdered by the Black

Legion, and rumours spread around town that his death had not been an accident, like

the authorities quickly declared that it was, but that he had been killed by white

supremacists.

[00:05:08] The life insurance company, on the other hand, didn’t accept that anyone

had killed Earl Little. They said he had killed himself, he had committed suicide, and as

a consequence they refused to pay out to Earl Little’s wife and family. As if this wasn’t

enough bad luck, Louise, Earl’s wife, suffered a breakdown and was admitted to28

hospital.

[00:05:33] The Little children were split up and put into foster care .29

29 a situation in which for a period of time they lived with and were cared for by people who were not

their parents

28 a sudden collapse or failure of her mental health or a situation of extreme anxiety

27 in pieces
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[00:05:37] After initially doing well in school, Malcolm Little became disillusioned30

with education when a white teacher ridiculed his dreams of becoming a lawyer and31

told him that it “was no aspiration ” for a black boy.32

[00:05:53] Instead, he dropped out and moved to Boston, where he lived with his33

half-sister.

[00:06:00] After a string of uninspiring jobs he became a petty criminal , and in 194334 35

he moved to Harlem, in New York City, where he worked on the railroad and continued

various criminal activities on the side.

[00:06:16] In order to avoid military service during World War War Two, he pretended to

be mentally ill and told the nurse assessing him that the reason he wanted to join the

army was that so he could, quote, “steal us some guns and kill crackers.” - crackers, by

the way, doesn't mean biscuits, it's a derogatory term towards white people.36

36 showing disrespect, insulting

35 someone who committed crimes which were not serious

34 series, sequence

33 quit, left school

32 something that he should hope to achieve

31 made fun of them

30 disappointed
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[00:06:40] Later on, in his autobiography, Malcolm X would write that at that time of his

life, "the only three things in the world” that scared him were "jail, a job, and the Army."

[00:06:53] His trick worked, however, and he was disqualified from military service on37

October 25th, 1943.

[00:07:01] When he returned to Boston in 1945 he began doing burglaries in wealthy38

neighbourhoods and, in 1946, he was arrested while trying to collect a stolen watch he

had taken to be repaired.

[00:07:15] As a result, he was convicted of burglary and theft and sentenced to ten39 40

years in prison.

[00:07:23] And it would be in prison that Malcolm Little entered a period of intense41

self-reflection and education.

[00:07:32] He became a big reader and developed a thirst for knowledge and meaning42

in his life.

42 strong desire

41 deep, strong

40 illegal entry and theft

39 found guilty

38 illegal entries of buildings

37 stopped from being part of it because he wasn't suitable
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[00:07:38] Around this time, in the late-1940’s and early-1950’s, a religious movement

known as the Nation of Islam was gaining popularity in the African-American

community.

[00:07:50] The Nation of Islam preached black self-reliance ; that black people were43

the original and superior race; and that Christianity was a white man’s religion forced44

onto black people by their white slave masters.

[00:08:06] The group wanted the return of African-Amerians to Africa, where they could

live freely from white domination, and the group believed the demise of the entire45

white race was approaching.

[00:08:20] Nation of Islam ideas were not only popular in US prisons, but with the Little

family too.

[00:08:28] His brother Reginald, himself a recent convert , encouraged Malcolm to46

convert to the Nation of Islam, and he began reading the teachings of Elijah47

Muhammad, the group’s leader.

47 change his religious faith to

46 a person who was persuaded to change his religious faith

45 end, downfall

44 better than the others

43 the quality of not needing help from other people
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[00:08:41] Malcolm spent hours in the prison library, and improved his public speaking

in prison debates.

[00:08:48] In 1948 he gave up smoking and eating pork, in keeping with Nation of Islam

teachings, and wrote to its leader Elijah Muhammad.

[00:08:59] Muhammad encouraged him to renounce his past and convert .48 49

[00:09:05] Shortly after Malcolm duly converted and he became a member of the50 51

Nation of Islam.

[00:09:11] When he left prison in 1952, Malcolm Little dropped his last name and

adopted ‘X’ - as was customary for many members of the Nation of Islam - the ‘X’52

symbolised what he believed was his true ancestral surname lost to slavery.53

[00:09:31] He finally met Elijah Muhammad in person that same year, and took on a

leading role in spreading the Nation of Islam’s teachings across the country.

53 belonging to his relatives that lived a long time ago

52 usual

51 changed his religious faith

50 as it was expected

49 change his religious faith

48 reject or refuse to have any dealings with
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[00:09:41] He organised and established temples in New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

and in towns and cities across the south, spreading the world of Elijah Muhammad and

recruiting members.54

[00:09:55] Every month hundreds more African-Americans were joining the Nation of

Islam, and Malcolm X, as he was now known, was largely credited with the group’s55

rise in membership during the 1950’s and 1960’s.

[00:10:10] He would even go on to recruit the famous heavyweight world champion56

boxer, Cassius Clay, who would go on to change his name to, well, you may have

guessed it if you didn’t know it already, Muhammad Ali.

[00:10:23] Now, there is some dispute among historians as to the exact numbers of

recruits during that period, but whatever the figures, Malcolm X began to earn himself57

a reputation as a reliable recruiter and a powerful public speaker noted for his58 59

physical presence.

59 a person who found and attracted new members

58 able to be trusted

57 people who were persuaded to join

56 find and persuade him to join them

55 considered responsible for

54 finding and attracting
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[00:10:43] At 6’3, over 1 metre 90, with a powerfully built frame , Malcolm X’s public60

speeches captivated audiences and inspired African-Americans to fight back against

racial oppression.

[00:10:58] Here’s a short clip of him speaking:

[00:11:01] We declare our right on this Earth to be a man, to be a human being, to be

respected as a human being, to be given the rights of a human being in this society on

this earth, in this day, which we intend to bring into existence by any means necessary.

[00:11:22] Powerful stuff, right?

[00:11:25] Although Malcom X was well known in Nation of Islam circles by now, he61

had not yet made his mark on the wider American public, nor indeed the authorities.62

[00:11:36] He soon became a public figure, however, in 1957, when a Nation of Islam

member was viciously beaten by police officers in New York.63 64

64 injured physically

63 in a cruel or violent manner

62 left an impression on

61 groups of people

60 figure, body
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[00:11:47] The man, Hinton Johnson, stumbled across the officers beating another65

African-American man in the street.

[00:11:55] Sadly, this was not such an uncommon occurrence at the time.66

[00:12:01] After trying to intervene , Johnson and his friends were then themselves67

beaten; with Johnson so badly beaten that he had a brain haemorrhage .68

[00:12:12] All four of the men, the men who were trying to help stop the original

beating , were arrested.69

[00:12:19] When he heard about what had happened, Malcolm X gathered a small group

of Nation of Islam followers and went down to the 28th Precinct headquarters police

station in Harlem, demanding to see Johnson.

[00:12:33] The crowd grew to 500 and the police eventually allowed Malcolm X to speak

with Johnson, who said he needed to be taken to hospital right away.

69 the action of causing physical injuries to them

68 bleeding in the brain

67 get involved

66 incident, event

65 found by chance
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[00:12:44] When Johnson returned from the hospital, the crowd had grown to four

thousand and the situation became tense as Malcolm X and other Nation of Islam

members tried to negotiate Johnson and the other men’s bail .70

[00:12:59] Police feared a riot could start.71

[00:13:02] Johnson’s bail was denied until the next day. After coming to an agreement

with the police, Malcolm X left the station and signalled with his hand that the crowd72

should disperse , that everyone should just go home.73

[00:13:17] And with that one gesture, the angry mob did indeed disperse, everyone74

went away.

[00:13:25] The man’s control over the crowd did not go unnoticed by the authorities.

[00:13:31] In the New York Amsterdam News, one police officer was quoted as saying of

Malcolm X’s hold over the crowd that "No one man should have that much power.”

74 angry group of people

73 split up, leave

72 notified by moving his hands

71 a violent disturbance of the public peace by a large number of people

70 the amount of money needed to have them released
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[00:13:42] Coverage of the incident in the press not only brought Malcolm X to the75

attention of the public, but to the police and the FBI.

[00:13:51] Shortly after the Hinton Johnson incident the New York City Police

Department started keeping Malcolm X under surveillance , and the FBI, which76

reportedly had a file open on him since as early 1953, now focused on him as a "key

figure" in the Nation of Islam movement.

[00:14:12] It was at around this time that he began to take some of his first international

trips, including visits to Egypt, Ghana, Sudan, Nigeria, Syria and Iran.

[00:14:25] In Egypt, he even met with the president, President Gamal Abdel Nasser.

[00:14:30] And in 1960, he met with Cuban revolutionary leader Fidel Castro.

[00:14:35] Malcolm X was becoming a big deal. Or, as he put it in his autobiography, "it

seems that everywhere I went telephones were ringing."

[00:14:48] And in 1961, Elijah Muhammad made it official: making him the ‘national

representative’ of the Nation of Islam - the second most senior position in the

organisation.

[00:15:00] He began lecturing on university campuses and taking part in debates on

television and radio, but his rising popularity did not please everyone.

76 careful watch

75 event, instance
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[00:15:12] As is often the case in any organisation, his popularity did not always please

the boss.

[00:15:19] In Malcolm X’s case, the boss was Elijah Muhammad, whose closest advisers

feared that Malcolm X was becoming too influential and would become the next leader.

[00:15:31] The rift between them would only get worse, and proved fatal for Malcolm77

X.

[00:15:38] His increasing prominence wasn’t just upsetting rivals within the Nation of78

Islam, or frightening the authorities or those in the country’s white community.

[00:15:48] His brand of black nationalism fused with Islamic teaching was also at odds

with the broader Christian civil rights movement in the United States at the time.79

[00:15:59] Led by Martin Luther King Jr, the civil rights movement promoted nonviolent

resistance to segregation , a multi-racial coalition, and promoted patience and80

respect on the road to equality.

[00:16:15] Malcolm X and the Nation of Islam, however, didn’t buy any of that.

80 the state of setting people apart from others, separation

79 in disagreement or in conflict with

78 the state of being important, famous

77 disagreement, division
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[00:16:21] Whereas King and other civil rights leaders wanted to end the racial

segregation of society, Malcolm X wanted the opposite: he called for the complete

separation of blacks and whites, and even proposed that African-Americans should

return to Africa, just like his parents’ political hero, Marcus Garvey had done.

[00:16:43] Where King called for nonviolent protest, Malcolm X wanted his members to

fight back and defend themselves. “The only people in this country who are asked to be

nonviolent,” he said, “are black people."

[00:16:58] Malcolm X was publicly critical of King and the mainstream civil rights81

movement. King was, he said, ‘a chump’–a fool or an idiot–and he claimed that he and

other mainstream civil rights leaders were ‘stooges ’ of the white man. A stooge is a82 83

word for someone used by someone else.

[00:17:20] He would go on to call the famous 1963 March on Washington led by King,

‘the farce on Washington.’84

[00:17:28] Marches like the 1963 one were, in his eyes, "run by whites.”85

85 organised by

84 humorous play, joke

83 someone used by someone else

82 people used by other people

81 accepted by most people
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[00:17:34] And the media played on the difference between the two men.86

[00:17:38] Much of the American media portrayed Malcolm X as a violent threat to87 88

American society.

[00:17:45] The New York Times described him as, quote: "an extraordinary and twisted

man, turning many true gifts to evil purposes.”89

[00:17:56] But at the time many African-Americans felt that Malcolm X’s brand of direct

resistance was more appealing than King’s long-game of peaceful protest, and that his

outspoken nature better voiced their concerns than the calm, respectful King.

[00:18:15] But behind the scenes, things were not as they seemed in the Nation of Islam.

[00:18:22] Tension was bubbling between different factions, and starting in the90

early-1960’s Malcolm X began to question the Nation of Islam and his place within it.

[00:18:34] A number of incidents caused him to doubt the organisation.91

91 events, instances

90 heating up, becoming more intense

89 strange and unpleasant

88 danger

87 represented, described

86 took advantage of
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[00:18:38] First, in 1962, the Los Angeles Police Department beat Nation of Islam

members outside a temple in south-central Los Angeles.

[00:18:49] After fighting between temple members and police spilled inside, LAPD

reinforcements arrived and shot seven unarmed Muslims.

[00:19:00] The Temple’s secretary, Ronald Stokes, was shot dead as he raised his hand

above his head in surrender.

[00:19:08] After an all-white jury decided that Stokes’ killing was a "justifiable

homicide" and actually indicted several Nation of Islam members for assault,92

Malcolm X declared revenge.

[00:19:22] Speaking in front of two thousand people at Stokes’ funeral in Los Angeles,

he called for a response.

[00:19:30] He wanted to encourage more hardline elements within the Nation of93

Islam, and he sought approval from Elijah Muhammad to get revenge on the police.94

[00:19:41] But he was shocked when Muhammad refused, and many within the

organisation pointed to this moment as the beginning of the end of their relationship.

94 tried to find

93 strict, extreme

92 accused
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[00:19:53] The second incident that tested his commitment to the Nation of Islam also

involved Elijah Muhammad, but this time it was a much more personal matter.

[00:20:04] Later on that same year, rumours began to emerge that Elijah Muhammad

was having affairs with several of his secretaries, and that he had even fathered

illegitimate children.

[00:20:15] This was a direct contradiction of Nation of Islam teachings, and when

Muhammad asked him to help cover-up the scandal , Malcolm X began to seriously95

question the legitimacy of the Nation of Islam.

[00:20:30] In 1963 a third incident confirmed the rift between Malcolm X and Elijah

Muhammad.

[00:20:39] When president John F. Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, Texas, in

November of that year, Malcolm X made unsympathetic comments about his death96

in the press.

[00:20:51] JFK’s death, he said, was simply ‘chickens coming home to roost.’

96 not showing sympathy or compassion

95 an event that would cause public feelings of shock and anger
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[00:20:57] The phrase chickens coming home to roost , by the way, means when past97

mistakes or wrongdoings will eventually be the cause of present troubles, so Malcolm98

X implied that Kennedy deserved to be killed.99

[00:21:11] The Nation of Islam’s official position was very different and Elijah

Muhammad had sent the group’s condolences to the family and banned its ministers100

and members from commenting on the assassination.

[00:21:26] When Malcolm X made his comments, Muhammad was furious and101

banned him from public speaking for three months.

[00:21:35] Disillusioned with both Muhammad and the Nation of Islam, in March 1964

Malcolm X left the organisation.

[00:21:43] The next month, he gave a speech in Detroit now known as ‘The Ballot or102

the Bullet’ speech that outlined his black nationalist ideology.103

103 gave the main points

102 a system of voting secretly and in writing

101 extremely angry

100 expressions of sympathy on the occasion of his death

99 said, but not directly

98 bad actions

97 the consequences of having done bad things
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[00:21:53] A ballot is a voting system, and the bullet is, well, it’s the thing that you fire

from a gun.

[00:22:01] In this speech, he advised African-Americans to vote for change but also that

it might be necessary for them to take up arms , to fight.104

[00:22:13] He also started his own organisation, Muslim Mosque Incorporated, a direct

rival to the Nation of Islam.

[00:22:21] In response the Nation of Islam demanded that he surrender all of his

property, including his house in Queens.

[00:22:30] The house was eventually burned to the ground, many people believed, by

Nation of Islam members.

[00:22:37] Once again, Malcolm X’s family home had been destroyed. When he was a

boy in Michigan, by white nationalists; now as an adult in New York, by black

nationalists.

[00:22:50] Feeling threatened and needing inspiration, he went abroad.

[00:22:54] He made another tour of Africa, speaking at universities and meeting with

heads of state, and stopped to take part in debates in Paris and London.105

105 participate in, be involved in

104 fight
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[00:23:05] When he was in Oxford to speak in a debate in December of 1964, Malcolm X

predicted that he would soon be killed by the Nation of Islam.

[00:23:15] He also made a pilgrimage to the holy site of Mecca, and when he saw106

Muslims of "all colours, from blue-eyed blondes to black-skinned Africans" making the

pilgrimage together, he started to believe that Islam could be a way in which racism

could be overcome .107

[00:23:33] Perhaps complete segregation wasn’t the answer after all.

[00:23:38] The experience had such a transformative effect on him that he converted to

Sunni Islam and took a new name: el-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz.

[00:23:49] When he returned to the United States, he publicly renounced the108

teachings of the Nation of Islam and Elijah Muhammad.

[00:23:57] He founded the Organization for Afro-American Unity, and was repeatedly

threatened by Nation of Islam members: the FBI intercepted a phone call in which109

his wife was told that her husband was, quote, "as good as dead.”

109 listened secretly to

108 rejected or refused to have any dealings with

107 defeated, controlled

106 a special journey for religious reasons
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[00:24:14] And the threats continued throughout the rest of 1964.110

[00:24:18] Elijah Muhammad said publically that, quote, "hypocrites like Malcolm111

should have their heads cut off,” and an edition of the widely read magazine

Muhammad Speaks featured a cartoon with Malcolm’s severed head.112

[00:24:33] In early 1965 Malcolm X returned to England to address the first meeting of

the Council of African Organizations in London.

[00:24:42] A few weeks after his return to the United States, on the 21st of February,

1965, he was assassinated in New York.113

[00:24:51] In the aftermath of his murder, rumours spread about who had killed114 115

Malcolm X.

[00:24:57] Some suggested it was local drug dealers, others the FBI.

[00:25:03] But it was pretty clear who was responsible.

115 stories or reports that weren't proved to be true

114 period after his murder

113 killed (for political or religious reasons)

112 cut off, separated from the body

111 people who are not what they seem to be

110 suggestions that something bad would happen
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[00:25:06] A few days after the assassination, Elijah Muhammad denied that the116

Nation of Islam was involved but said that "Malcolm X got just what he preached ."117

[00:25:16] Shortly after, the cops found the killers.

[00:25:20] Three Nation of Islam members were arrested, charged with murder, found

gulty and sentenced to twenty years in prison.

[00:25:29] Like so many other pivotal figures of 1960’s America - Malcolm X was118

assassinated.

[00:25:36] And just three years later Martin Luther King. Jr was also assassinated in

Memphis, Tennessee, and the two main, but very different leaders of the Civil Rights

movement were silenced.

[00:25:50] King’s enduring legacy was that of nonviolent protest and pacifism in119 120

the face of oppression.

[00:25:58] Malcolm X's approach was clearly different, he may be less well known than

Martin Luther King, but he was of huge importance.

120 the belief that fighting and violence is wrong

119 lasting for a long time

118 very important, key

117 publicly supported

116 refused to accept
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[00:26:06] He was foundational in the fight against racial oppression and many of121

the civil rights movements can be traced back to the life and work of Malcolm X.122

[00:26:17] As the famous black theologian James Cone put it, “Malcolm changed123

how black people thought about themselves… After Malcolm, he helped us become

black.”

[00:26:30] OK then, that is it for today’s episode on Malcolm X.

[00:26:34] I hope it was an interesting one, and whether you knew a lot about Malcolm

X and his life before today, or this was the first time you'd heard anything really about

him, well I hope you learned something new.

[00:26:46] As always, I would love to know what you thought about this episode.

[00:26:50] What do you think about the differing approaches of Malcolm X and Martin124

Luther King?

[00:26:55] Which approach was more effective?

[00:26:58] What might Malcolm X have gone on to do if he hadn't been killed?

[00:27:02] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started.

124 being different

123 a person who studied religious beliefs

122 found if we look back

121 of central importance
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[00:27:06] You can head right into our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:27:15] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:27:20] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Thug criminal

Oppression not fair treatment

Crisp cool, fresh

Altercation loud argument

Bodyguards people whose job was to protect him

Sawed-off having a specially shortened barrel to make it easy to hide

Thunderous very loud

Boom a loud deep sound

Ripped through went very quickly and violently through his body

Panicked was extremely afraid and worried

Emerged appeared suddenly

Trampling stepping on each other causing injuries
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Overturned turned over, knocked down

Scrambled moved quickly and with difficulty

Cowered moved backward with their head down

Protagonist the main character of the story

Outspoken expressing his opinions openly and freely

Preacher a person who gave religious speeches

Advocated spoke in favour of

Harassed troubled, pressured

Threatened warned him that they would harm him

Sermons religious speeches given during church services

Harassment aggressive pressure

Evicted forced to leave

Suspected believed or thought that it was true

Offshoot part, branch

Strewn in pieces
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Breakdown a sudden collapse or failure of her mental health or a situation of

extreme anxiety

Foster care a situation in which for a period of time they lived with and were cared

for by people who were not their parents

Disillusioned disappointed

Ridiculed made fun of them

Aspiration something that he should hope to achieve

Dropped out quit, left school

String series, sequence

Petty criminal someone who committed crimes which were not serious

Derogatory showing disrespect, insulting

Disqualified stopped from being part of it because he wasn't suitable

Burglaries illegal entries of buildings

Convicted found guilty

Burglary illegal entry and theft

Intense deep, strong
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Thirst strong desire

Self-reliance the quality of not needing help from other people

Superior better than the others

Demise end, downfall

Convert a person who was persuaded to change his religious faith

Convert to change his religious faith to

Renounce reject or refuse to have any dealings with

Convert change his religious faith

Duly as it was expected

Converted changed his religious faith

Customary usual

Ancestral belonging to his relatives that lived a long time ago

Recruiting finding and attracting

Credited considered responsible for

Recruit find and persuade him to join them
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Recruits people who were persuaded to join

Reliable able to be trusted

Recruiter a person who found and attracted new members

Frame figure, body

Circles groups of people

Made his mark on left an impression on

Viciously in a cruel or violent manner

Beaten injured physically

Stumbled across found by chance

Occurrence incident, event

Intervene get involved

Brain haemorrhage bleeding in the brain

Beating the action of causing physical injuries to them

Bail the amount of money needed to have them released

Riot a violent disturbance of the public peace by a large number of people
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Signalled notified by moving his hands

Disperse split up, leave

Mob angry group of people

Incident event, instance

Surveillance careful watch

Rift disagreement, division

Prominence the state of being important, famous

At odds with in disagreement or in conflict with

Segregation the state of setting people apart from others, separation

Mainstream accepted by most people

Stooges people used by other people

Stooge someone used by someone else

Farce humorous play, joke

Run by organised by

Played on took advantage of
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Portrayed represented, described

Threat danger

Twisted strange and unpleasant

Bubbling heating up, becoming more intense

Incidents events, instances

Indicted accused

Hardline strict, extreme

Sought tried to find

Scandal an event that would cause public feelings of shock and anger

Unsympathetic not showing sympathy or compassion

Chickens coming

home to roost

the consequences of having done bad things

Wrongdoings bad actions

Implied said, but not directly

Condolences expressions of sympathy on the occasion of his death

Furious extremely angry
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Ballot a system of voting secretly and in writing

Outlined gave the main points

Take up arms fight

To take part participate in, be involved in

Pilgrimage a special journey for religious reasons

Overcome defeated, controlled

Renounced rejected or refused to have any dealings with

Intercepted listened secretly to

Threats suggestions that something bad would happen

Hypocrites people who are not what they seem to be

Severed cut off, separated from the body

Assassinated killed (for political or religious reasons)

Aftermath period after his murder

Rumours stories or reports that weren't proved to be true

Denied refused to accept
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Preached publicly supported

Pivotal very important, key

Enduring lasting for a long time

Pacifism the belief that fighting and violence is wrong

Foundational of central importance

Traced back found if we look back

Theologian a person who studied religious beliefs

Differing being different

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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